


EDITORS NOTE

There are many people who
unfortunately do not seem to be able to

understand that it is not because
immigrants are foreigners, black, white
or brown that we protest against them,
but because they constitute a further

menace to our peoples chances of
obtaining employment and housing.

I cannot understand any Briton feeling a
genuine concern and sympathy for

people of foreign lands, who speak a
different language to ours, whose

characteristics we cannot understand,
and whose problems we have not been

to see for ourselves.

However I am assured that bleeding
heart liberals can and therefore will not
argue with their statements. But if they
are are stirred sufficiently to help these

people who mean little or nothing to
them, how much more should the

continued distress and poverty of their
own fellow countrymen arouse them into
a protest against these conditions in this

country, and how much more
enthusiastic should be their efforts for
the building of a land more worthy of
the fine people whose heritage it is.

Those idealist among you who want to
put the world right, start with your own
land and show to other countries a fine
example in Britain reborn. Loving your

own folk does not mean you hate others,
it is time for some people to stop their
self-loathing, strengthen their spines

and take pride in their country.
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PARTI NATIONAL
SOCIAL

CHRÉTIEN
(CANADA)

Formed and led by Adrian Arcand, the
Christian National Social Party was the
largest fascist organization in Quebec,
Canada, in the interbellum period. It

eventually had 12,000 members
throughout Canada.

Heavily influenced by the rise of anti-
Semitic movements in Europe and
especially by Adolf Hitler’s National

Socialist German Workers Party, Arcand
was an enthusiastic promoter of an all-
white, all-Christian vision of Canada.

The PNSC looked beyond the borders of
Quebec, seeking sympathizers among

Anglo-Canadians under the umbrella of
the National Unity Party of Canada

(NUPC).

There was a tempered response to
fascists in Canada that contrasts sharply
with police and state commitments to
putting down communist movements.
First, the authorities and the fascists
shared a dislike of the socialists and

communists. Second (a large Canadian
component of) German settlers enjoyed

a largely favourable reputation in
Canada, despite the xenophobia stirred
up by the Great War, so even ethnic pro-

Hitler groups like the Deutscher Bund
Kanada (were) treated with kid gloves.

Third, anti-Semitic sentiments were
almost ubiquitous among Catholic and

Protestant Canadians, so this did not set
off alarm bells.

ADRIAN ARCAND      

"SERVIAM" is latin for 'I Will Serve'. The
uniform was a dark blue shirt with

epaulets on which were the serviam
badge each side and with a red flash
running under the epaulets and a red

swastika rondel stitched to each sleeve
rather than using an armband. The pants

were black and they generally did not
wear a tie.

Other ranks wore the same colour shirt
with no epaulette badges or coloured

flashes but they did have the two
swastika rondels on each sleeve.

Women wore a similar other ranks
uniform with the swastika rondels and a

black dress.

In the Spring of 1940, the RCMP captured
and arrested Adrian Arcand and ten

party members and took a truck full of
party flags, documents and other

artefacts. Arcand and the ten party
members were tried and sentenced to 



imprisonment for the duration of the
war. They were sent to Frederickton,

New Brunswick for internment.

Remarkably, the Canadian fascists
survived the Second World War. Adrian

Arcand ran in elections in 1949 and
1953, finishing second both times with

29% and 39% of the vote respectively. As
late as 1965, he could still draw a crowd
of 850 to a rally in Montreal’s Paul Sauvé

Arena. This is likely because
globalization and multiculturalism were
not to start happening for several more
years under the Liberal government of

Trudeau, Sr

DAVID CLARKE

Mosley first on
TV

In the long running ban of Oswald Mosley
from all forms of mass communication,
it is an interesting fact that he was, in
all probability, the first politician to be
seen on television. It was on 28th July

1930, when in the Labour Party, that he
took part in an experiment at John Logie

Baird’s workshop and studio in Covent
Garden, London. Standing in front of

Baird’s camera, he answered questions
from an audience gathered at the

nearby Coliseum Theatre in St Martins
Lane, the sound and vision coming

through television sets with a screen of
two feet by five feet (60 cm by 150 cm),
placed on the stage of the theatre. Once
again, Mosley, always ahead of his time,

had recognised the worth of this new
invention, and used it to put over his

policies.

It was another 38 years before he was
seen again on television. Arising out of a
libel action against the BBC, and after

Lord Justice Parker’s High Court
observation that “Someone who has the
ear of the whole nation can say things,

and the unfortunate subject has no
means of answering back in the same

medium”, the BBC was forced to lift the
ban with the screening of a Panorama

programme devoted to his life, for which
the “ratings” were more than nine

million.

FOM



Mobilisation of
the Blackshirts

New British Fascism is the voice of the
nation, the logical development of a

national consciousness. It is neither an
abstract theory conceived in the mind of

a philosopher, nor the dream of an
idealist, but a living reality which has
sprung from the hearts of the people.

Fascism is the expression of patriotism
materialised in duty, and the task which

lies before us is that of national
construction. State sovereignty forms

the foundation stone, but a nation
should not be content with mere

existence. It should be evolutionary, not
static, aspiring always towards

civilisation and culture.

The nation cannot be defined purely in
terms of geography, history or ethnology,
but rather in terms of Duty, Loyalty and
Sacrifice. Our forefathers having built

this country have left us this watchword,
"Carry on".

Apathy is fatal; the destiny of our
country rests with all loyal citizens

throughout the realm. Our thoughts and
actions must be governed by the ideas of

patriotism.

Fascism is not reaction. It aims at the
creation of a national will in order to

ensure peace within the nation. It
demands neither tyranny nor aggression

but the mobilisation of individual 

responsibilities in the common interest
of all.

If you are a patriot then you are Fascist,
a person who wants the best for their
country, and a person who wants the

best for their country wants the best for
their kith and kin.

Time to put aside any differences you
may have, imagined or real, and join in
one united effort, one movement under

one leader, the mobilisation of the
Blackshirts throughout Britain has begun,

discipline, dedication and direction
leads us on.

Gary Raikes



March with us
NBU want those who search for

adventure, we want power for the
people; the weak will follow the strong.

The people demand a government
entrusted with a task and which has the
power to act. The government must be
able to introduce fresh capital at low
interest rates for the modernisation of
industry and increased production. The

jobs of British workers must be
protected from foreign low wage

nations.

The old parties have muddled
generations into the crisis of war and lay
waste the power and glory of our land.
Their hands are stained with blood and

innumerable disasters; our flag is
slipping down into dust and dishonour.

The fatuous Marxist liberal nonsense
must be dynamited out of the minds of
the old politicians. NBU policy aims at

building the home market with
purchasing power high enough to absorb
the production of the modern machine.

Must every worker in Britain have to
wait for higher wages and employmen

until socialism comes to every Hottentot
in Africa?

NBU are fighting so that a great land
may live. We shall give to the people a
new movement, an alternative faith

capable of winning mass support.
Existing politicians, institutions and
organisations cannot cope with the
coming crisis. The existing order is

bound to collapse. The present political
system is corrupt and oppressive. 

Revolutionary changes are necessary to
correct the failure of existing men, ideas
and institutions. NBU will build a much-

needed new movement of Renaissance, a
movement of people not politicians.

 

This will take courage in the first part,
discipline, dedication and direction in
the second. This is something that only
the Blackshirt leadership has to offer,
comradeship, purpose, valour, loyalty

and hope are what the movement has to
offer to all those that don the black shirt

and march with us.



Book review
 Creed of a Fascist

Revolutionary
By Arthur K. Chesterton,

MC (BUF 
Director of Publicity and Propaganda
and Chief Organizer for the Midlands,

1933-1938)
Originally published by the BUF in 1935

 A 31 page booklet
exploration of the thought constellations

of a far right thinker railing against
political betrayal, the corruptions of

democracy, and the lack of moral fiber
of  capitalists. 

A quote may be in order: "It is argued
against us that in our arbitrary way we
shall rob mankind of the services, here
and there, of a great man. That is not

our intention. Mankind is a large
institution and if any man has great

services to offer for its advancement he
shall be tested by his willingness to

apply his gifts to the task of enriching
the life of that part of mankind which

shares with him his nationhood."1

On the fascist life he goes on to say:
"Those who serve Fascism as

revolutionaries must lay aside creature-
comforts and security. That is the least
of the demands made upon them. Night
after night shall they go forth to speak,
or to protect those who speak from the
argument of broken bottles. Week after 

1Creed of a Fasist Revolutionary. Page 16.

week shall they surrender themselves to
routine long after the novelty has worn
off. And much more shall they do before

the hard-fought day is won."2

Chesterton left the BUF in 1938 because
he found it not anti-Semitic enough. He
enlisted in the army and went to Africa
but was invalided out in 1943. He was a
member of the Nordic League and the
Right Club, and founded the League of

Empire Loyalists in 1954.

This booklet is not an easy read, but it
encompases how dedicated fascists

thought about England,
multiculturalism, immigration,

politicians of the day and the general
state of the nation and the need to

move to a corporatist state.

 David Clarke

2Ibid. Page 18.



Have your say
Message: Hello there. I recently met up
with one of your chaps called Chris after
a get together in London last month. I
have requested an invite to the next

coffee morning, but my family and I are
moving to Cornwall at the end of this

month to start a new life away from the
degeneracy and pollution (moral and

chemical) of the city. I am committed to
making a difference by leading an

exemplary life, but would also like to co
tribute towards the struggle which I now

see as unavoidable if our people and
nation are to survive into the next
decade, let alone century. I am a

member of a Strasserist type group
already (SMBPI), but I have yet to suss

whether they have any real teeth, so to
speak. I agree that we need to unite to

bring an end to this decrepit and rat
infested political system that currently

enslaves our nation in the name of
international finance and debt slavery

with all the horrors that go with it. I am
currently fully engaged with making a
new home for my family and all the

petty struggles which that entails, but I
would relish any chance to help out

given the time and opportunity. To that
end I would very much appreciate to be

kept up to date with any ongoing
actions, and to meet up with like

minded fellows in the region where I
shall now be living.

Yours sincerely,
Sean. 

Message: UPDATE TO PREVIOUS
MESSAGE:

Having read through your website
material I can now see that I should have

joined your party instead of the SMBPI
which in comparison looks like a LARP at

best, and maybe even an attempt at
blindsiding honest patriots. Strasserism
has appealed to me, but I have always
been impressed with Mosley and his

work. I was unaware until recently that
the NBU existed, and on reflection I can
see that this really is where my heart

and soul reside, in a home-grown
movement centred around common

values and discipline. I look forward to
receiving a positive response in the near
future so that I can begin to contribute
towards this most just cause. Thank you

in advance.
Sean. 

NBU Media
Officer

It has been a reasonably quiet month in
terms of the running of NBU Media,
however we have gained over 24

subscribers this month and we have now
achieved over 3100 views. A video I

enjoyed making was the first episode of
the NBU Veterans Podcast, which has

received positive feedback. I am
currently working on a video about our

recent York meeting, which will be
released over the next few weeks.
Thanks for all the feedback on this

channel, and I hope I can take it further
in the remainder of 2019. Please
subscribe if you haven’t already:

 https://www.bitchute.com/channel/ne
wbritishunion/ 

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/newbritishunion/
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/newbritishunion/


NBU London
coffee mornings

We continue to hold a weekly get
together for Blackshirt supporters in

Central London. Sitting around chatting
with like minded people is really

refreshing and can even help lower your
blood pressure heightened by living in

occupied London!

Why not come along and de-stress
contact london.nbu@protonmail.com

LYRICS TO
ONWARD

BLACKSHIRTS
Hark! The sound of many voices, 
echoes through the vale of ages. 

Britain listens and rejoices, 
gazing on Tradition’s pages. 
Patriots : your cry is heeded! 

Heroes : death was not in vain! 
We to your place have succeeded, 

Britain shall be great again! 

Onward, Blackshirts! Form your legions, 
keep the flag forever high. 

For the Fascist Greater Britain 
stand we fast to fight or die!

Crush the tyranny of traitors: 
Vested power and Marxian lie! 

Moscow-rented agitators, 
strife and chaos we defy: 

ends the conflict of the classes, 
barriers and divisions fall; 

we’ve a message to the masses 
for the common good of all. 

Onward, Blackshirts! Form your legions, 
keep the flag forever high. 

For the Fascist Greater Britain 
stand we fast to fight or die! 

We will build a “Greater Britain”.
Hail the standard, lift it high! 

What though we ourselves be smitten, 
this, our Faith can never die! 

This, no alien might can sunder – 
Courage! Unity! And Strength! 

Shout, till Europe hears with wonder, 
“Britain shall be ours at length!”

Onward, Blackshirts! Form your legions, 
keep the flag forever high. 

For the Fascist Greater Britain 
stand we fast to fight or die ! 

Song by E.D. Randall

mailto:london.nbu@protonmail.com


Will you help?
NBU is not backed by big business

bankers or trade unions. NBU is the only
political group with free membership.
Unlike other groups we deliver every

order from our store and keep prices as
low as possible. NBU does not employ

anyone, no officer receives any payment
or expenses. All money donated goes

into building the movement, every single
penny.

Please consider donating to the cause,
on line or by Standing Order, help us
meet our monthly office costs and
enable us to produce so much more

propaganda material so our activists can
carry on spreading the word of British

Fascism, thank you.

http://newbritishunion.co.uk/propagand
a-appeal.html

National Youth
Parliament

Hello , my name is Harry Parsons , i am
the NBU parliament youth officer. I

started a couple of months ago at the
NBU and I loved it from the beginning . I
am mostly British with Dutch , Jewish ,
Romanian and Prussian heritage . My
Romanian side were part of the iron

guard and my great great uncle was a
Blackshirt. I guess fascism runs in the

family .I moved to north Cyprus in 2014
then came back in late 2017 . So I have

experience with Islam. I have many
plans for the future for the NBU like

setting up different divisions, but let's
not talk about that . Most people say my

academics are too high for my age . I
design flags for the NBU and posters .I

would like to give a thanks to Gary, he's
helped me since I joined , a nice man ,

who always responses to what you say to
him or ask him. Any one wants to

contact me my Twitter is
@theblackshirtbrit And my email is

@harryparsons1215@gmail.com 

http://newbritishunion.co.uk/propaganda-appeal.html
http://newbritishunion.co.uk/propaganda-appeal.html




WE HOLD
WITHIN US A

TRUST
 

In the history of revolutionary
movements we know the long, slow

periods of preparation lead to moments
of fierce decision.

 
None can say that the story of British

Union has ever been uneventful, because
now as in the past we have experienced
and have sought a struggle such as no
other movement of this country has
endured.  Yet the immediate past in

relation to the imminent future has been
but preparation.

 
We now approach the hour of decision.
In this year should be decided whether

the desperate efforts of the dark enemy
to secure a world war will succeed or

whether that crime will be finally
shattered on the rock of our resolution.

 
They want the war of nations, because

without that war they lose. We want the
peace of nations, because in that peace

we win.
 

They seek to blind the people in a
deluge of blood, we seek to lead the

people with clear yet visionary eyes to a
world that we will build anew, and such

is the issue of this struggle.
 

Shall corruption escape the avenging
flame in the destruction of western

civilisation? Every fibre of our strength 

burns in the fire of the Blackshirt spirit
that answers “No” Once again we give

ourselves to Britain, we stand for peace.
Once again our standards will be

victorious.
 

Let those who shrink aside at such an
hour find a reply, if they can, to the
question of their children. Let them

meet the eyes of Britain’s heroes gazing
upon them with cold contempt from a

story of manhood and of daring
unsurpassed in the stormy annals of

mankind.
 

In this struggle will be developed the
young strength that in the gathering

storm will sweep their old and corrupt
power from the pages of a glorious

history that it has disgraced.
 

Desperate, therefore, will be their
efforts in world disaster to escape their

final doom. But mightier, in the final
decision, will be the splendid inspiration
of British Union to lead and to save our

people, because we hold within us a
trust that may not be denied.

 
In your trust comrades, are the past, the
present and the future of Britain, in your
trust is the peace and happiness of the

suffering peoples of the Earth.

Gary Raikes



NBU The natural
party of youth

The nations youth is that part of it which
is still making desperate attempt to find

security of occupation and is
preoccupied with the struggle to make

good, not just financially, but
philosophically. The age in which we live
will go down in history as the age which

had the folly to permit the greatest
number of willing young workers to rot

away in unwilling idleness.

I fail to see any real and dangerous signs
of the often mentioned demoralisation

of youth. But I do see clearly and
unmistakably ghastly signs and evidence
of youth's starvation. Youth is rarely put
on a pedestal except at such times as it

is being murdered and mangled and
maimed. When a nation really is up
against it, when in other words, a

country is fighting for its life, our elders
see in the destruction of youth their own

possible salvation.

Those that think and say the vilest things
about modern youth are the very people
who, when their own skins are in danger,

pay lip service to youths heroism and
self sacrifice. There are plenty of people
who are willing to give youth a chance of
proving its worthiness to die, who would
not lift a finger to provide youth with an
opportunity of proving its worthiness to

live.

What are the sins of which today’s youth
are supposed to be guilty of? Frivolity,
lack of ambition and discipline, sport-

mania, irresponsibility lack of 'guts' and
an obsession with celebrity. Those that
make these accusations deserve to be
told that they are hypocrites looking
round for excuses for their own past

seductions and incompetencies.

And where is the evidence that youth is
unambitious? Or that it is irresponsible?
The complete answer to such a charge is

to be found in the fact that, not
withstanding the terrible period of

austerity that we are going through, this
nation of ours has kept its head and

heart in the right places. If youth had
been only half as bad as it has been

made out to be it would be impossible to
strike a optimistic note or utter a word

of hope for the future.

The grand army of today’s youth is as
good as the youth of yesterday or the

day before. But unfortunately it isn’t as
lucky, except in the sense that though its

difficulties and problems are almost
unthinkably perplexing, its courage and

fortitude are big enough and strong
enough to carry it to victory.

Fascism is a revolution of the young
against the out-dated thinking of the
old, New British Union is the natural

home for our young people for we are
both the future of Britain.





Render unto
Caesar the

things that are
Caesars

 
A crisis is at hand in the religious life of
Britain and other European countries,

which will probably result in a religious
revolution of far greater importance
than the upheaval of the sixteenth

century.
 

To the interested observer it must be
evident that the majority of people are
becoming indifferent to the leadership
of the Christian churches, or in many

cases actively hostile to them, and yet it
would not be true to say that they are

drifting towards irreligious positions. The
greatest disaster that could happen to

this country would be a permanent
antagonism between the State and the
Christian religion, and it is the fear of

that eventualality that is keeping
hundreds of devout people from sharing
in the political ideas of British Fascism.
They are suspicious of any movement

that emphasises the sovereignty of the
State because they have seen conflicts
in other countries between the political
and religious authorities and have not

been able to discover the real causes of
those struggles.

 
In a Fascist State should such a conflict
arise it would be the Church’s fault or
rather the fault of the Ecclesiastical

Authorities.
Fascism is in fact based upon one of the
direct commands of Jesus Christ; render 

unto Caesar the things that are Caesars.
This admonition clearly indicates that
Christ allowed and acknowledged the
earthly authority of those to whom he

permits the government of his peoples in
this world. He became as the Bible says,
‘obedient unto the law for man’. After
all, Christianity should teach good and
loyal service to the earthly State as the
best means of training the soul for good

and loyal service to the spiritual
kingdom of the King of Kings.

 
When a prejudiced clergy condemn

Fascism in any form they are damning
one of the most powerful forces, which

could support the fundamental
principles of true religion. Fascism is not
out to render to Caesar the things that

are Gods. It minds its own business,
which is the good government of the

earthly State, for the corporate welfare
of the community.

 



The Spiritual leaders should do the same
in their own great sphere. The Church
must mind her own business, which is a

spiritual or un-earthly work for the
welfare of souls. Church and State wars
are nearly always unnecessary, a fact

which makes them doubly tragic. There
is nothing at all to prevent the most

ardent Fascist who puts ‘Britain First’
politically from applying the same

principle to his religion and putting ‘God
First’ ethically.

 
One would think that the devoutly

religious person would see the futility of
multiculturism. The nations of the world

do not keep step in the march of
civilisations progress; such a state of
harmony is not likely to obtain in this
world except through the influence of

religion.
 

But that does not hinder each nation
from ordering its own political affairs in

its own way, and patriotism does not
oppose or exclude Christian

internationalism. The Fascist is the true
internationalist, because he seeks above
all to make his own nation an efficient,
prosperous, and contented unit in the

nations of the world.
Britain, prosperous and well governed is
far more likely to be beneficial to her
neighbours, and far less likely to be

anyone’s enemy.
Moreover, Fascism teaches the necessity

and importance of sacrifice in the
interests of ones country. And the
principle of sacrifice is the great
foundation stone of the Christian

religion.
 

Rev. A. Palmer

Black Wolf Radio
The voice of

NBU

Please subscribe and help us grow

https://t.co/9YUwwggrYz

https://t.co/9YUwwggrYz
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